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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers wants to streamline its data capture process by linking fields together. They wish to do this so that
the available value on dependents fields are driven by value selected on controlling fields. Which consideration supports
the stated requirements? Choose 3 answers 

A. The import wizard only allows value to be imported into a dependent picklist if they match the appropriate controlling
field 

B. Custom picklist field can be either controlling or dependent field 

C. Multi select picklist can be dependent picklist but not controlling fields 

D. Standard and custom picklist fields can be dependent fields. 

E. Checkbox fields can be controlling fields but not dependent fields 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of these is NOT true about external objects? 

A. They integrate with Salesforce APIs, Apex, Visualforce, and Chatter. 

B. They can be related to other objects. 

C. You can use them in formula fields. 

D. They are automatically viewable in the Salesforce Mobile App. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What is a true statement regarding master-detail relationships? Choose 3 answers 

A. Master-detail relationship can be convert to a lookup relationship if no roll-up summary fields exist on the master
object 

B. Master-detail relationships cannot be converted to a look-up relationship 

C. A master-detail relationship cannot be created if the custom object on the detail side already contains data 

D. Standard objects can be on the detail side of a custom object in a master-details relationship 

E. Deleting a master record in a master-detail relationship deletes all related detail records 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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QUESTION 4

Which statements are true regarding Roll-Up Summary Fields? (Choose three.) 

A. Automatically derived fields, such as current date or current user, are allowed in a Roll-up Summary Field. 

B. Because Roll-up Summary Fields are not displayed on edit pages, you can use them in validation rules. 

C. Once created, you cannot change the detail object selected or delete any field referenced in your Roll-up Summary
definition. 

D. Validation errors can display when saving either the detail or master record. 

E. Advanced currency management has no affect on Roll-up Summary Fields. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

What type of sandbox should you use for full performance and load testing? 

A. Developer 

B. Partial Copy 

C. Full Sandbox 

D. Developer Pro 

Correct Answer: C 
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